Tulip and The New chips Store

By Rachael
Tulip was a kind and cheerful little princess.

One day, her friend Rose told her about a new store she was going
chips for free on the opening day, Rose said potato chips taste delicious and she must try it.

the next morning, Tulip was excited and
Rushed to the store with her friends and got in line for potato chips.
But by the time it was their turn all the chips were finished. Tulip was very sad! Tulip thought, "What she could do to get potato chips. She came up with an idea.

Tulip asked the shopkeeper to
make more chips. The shopkeeper needed more supplies and help making chips. Tulip and her friends offered to help. Soon it was a fun event where people worked together and made chips.
The king and queen were happy for Talip setting an example for other people to come together to solve a problem.

THE END